
BASIS



BASIS is inspired by the timeless Scandinavian architect 
kitchens of the 1960s. Crafted to meet the changing needs of 
contemporary life, the design features a new take on the iconic, 
round handle as its functional centerpiece. It comes in three 
variants: painted, linoleum and veneer. The kitchen design is 
available in a wide range of lasting colors and materials, making 
BASIS one of our most customizable and versatile kitchens.                     

BASIS is made for everyday living. It’s our standing invitation  
to live your best life on a day-to-day basis. 
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The BASIS manufacturing process is quality-driven and carefully considered.
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BASIS painted / Fronts and handles in gray / Steel countertop.
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BASIS Veneer / Fronts and handles in natural oak / Steel countertop.
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BASIS Veneer / Fronts and handles in smoked oak / Smoked oak countertop.
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BASIS Linoleum in the color ‘Pebble’ / Handles in natural oak / Linoleum countertop in the color ‘Pebble’.
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BASIS Linoleum in the color ‘Powder’ / Handles in natural oak / Linoleum countertop in the color ‘Powder’.
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BASIS Linoleum in the color ‘Mushroom’ / Handles in natural oak / Linoleum countertop in the color ‘Mushroom’. 
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BASIS Linoleum in the color ‘Mushroom’ / Handles in natural oak / Linoleum countertop in the color ’charcoal’. 





SPECIFICATIONS

FRONTS
BASIS comes in three overall variants: Painted, Linoleum and Veneer.

HANDLES
The BASIS design comes with circular handle featuring a diameter of 4.3 cm and a depth of 
1.5 cm. The handle is available in natural oak veneer, smoked oak veneer and painted veneer.

COUNTERTOPS
We offer a range of countertops for the BASIS design, such as: linoleum, solid wood, Corian, 
GetaCore and stainless steel.    

 For more specifications, please see the BASIS product fact sheet.   
 
Please note that some products may have been discontinued.  
This catalogue has been printed on FSC certified paper.
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